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Abstract. Developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) in infancy refers
to hip joint abnormalities ranging from mild acetabular dysplasia to irre-
ducible femoral head dislocations. While 2D B-mode ultrasound (US) is
currently used clinically to estimate the severity of femoral head sublux-
ation in infant hips, such estimates suffer from high inter-exam variabil-
ity. We propose using a novel 3D US-derived dysplasia metric, the 3D
femoral head coverage (FHC3D), which characterizes the 3D morphol-
ogy of the femoral head relative to the vertical cortex of the ilium in an
infants hip joint. We compute our 3D dysplasia metric by segmenting the
femoral head using a voxel-wise probability map based on a tomographic
reconstruction of 2D cross-sections each labeled with a probability score
of that slice containing the femoral head. Using a dataset of 20 patient
hip examinations, we demonstrate that our reconstructed femoral heads
agree reasonably well with manually segmented femoral heads (mean
dice coefficient of 0.71), with a significant reduction in variability of the
associated metric relative to the existing manual 2D-based FHC ratio
(∼20% reduction, p < 0.05). Our findings suggest that the proposed 3D
dysplasia metric may be more reliable than the conventional 2D metric,
which may lead to a more reproducible test for diagnosing DDH.

1 Introduction

Developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) describes mechanical instability of the
hip joint due to abnormal developments of the acetabulum and femoral head, and
affects 0.16%−2.85% of all newborns [1]. If the femoral head is left in an abnormal
position at infancy, the surrounding anatomy may develop abnormally [2], which
could lead to subsequent required expensive corrective surgical procedures and
hip osteoarthritis in later years [3]. In the United States alone, the direct financial
burden of failing to detect early DDH is in the order of $1B/year [3], without
considering costs of revision surgeries and socioeconomic costs.

To diagnose DDH early in infancy, the American College of Radiology [4] sug-
gests using 2D ultrasound (US) to quantitatively estimate abnormalities in the
positions of the acetabulum and femoral head relative to the vertical cortex of the
ilium - these two abnormalities are complementary to one another, so both need
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to be diagnosed for characterizing DDH. The acetabular abnormality is commonly
quantified using the alpha angle (α2D: defined as the angle between the acetabular
roof and the vertical cortex of the ilium), and the abnormality in femoral head posi-
tion is quantified using the femoral head coverage (FHC2D: defined as the femoral
head portion sitting in the acetabular cup of the hip joint) [4]. More specifically, an
acetabulum is considered normal when α2D > 60◦, and a femoral head position is
considered normal when FHC2D > 50%.

Both of these commonly used dysplasia metrics are problematic - they suf-
fer from poor within-hip repeatability, i.e., the variability between repeated mea-
surements on the same hip tends to be high. For example, the standard deviation
within repeated FHC2D measurements collected by different raters is around 9%
[5]. Recently, Hareendranathan et al. [6] and Quader et al. [7] suggested using 3D
US to reduce variability in diagnosing acetabular abnormality in infants. Similarly,
in this paper, we propose using 3D US to reduce variability in diagnosing femoral
head abnormality in infants by estimating an intrinsically 3D morphology metric -
the 3D femoral head coverage,FHC3D, whichwe define as the ratio of femoral head
portion medial to the plane of the ilium (Fig. 2(b), (d)).

To the best of our knowledge, no other work has proposed using FHC3D or
any other 3D extension of a FHC measurement. A few methods have though
been proposed for automatically segmenting a femoral head in 3D US [7,8]. For
example, Quader et al. [7] segmented the femoral head in 3D US using an M-
estimator SAmple Consensus (MSAC) sphere-fit algorithm on hyperechoic bone
and cartilage boundaries. However, this algorithm assumed that the hypoechoic
femoral head touches all neighboring bone and cartilage boundaries, even in a
subluxed or dislocated hip. An earlier study [8] proposed using an intensity and
local texture feature (structure tensor) based level-set framework to segment
the spherical femoral head, though their method requires the user to input the
center coordinates of the femoral head. Furthermore, neither of these previous
studies provided any quantitative validation of their segmentation accuracy.

In this paper, we present an automatic approach for segmenting the femoral
head and propose a novel 3D dysplasia metric (FHC3D) from 3D US of the
neonatal hip. Our specific contributions are: (1) proposing a method for auto-
matically segmenting the femoral head in 3D US using a novel voxel-wise map
that estimates the probability of a voxel belonging to the femoral head, (2)
extending the femoral head coverage concept to 3D, (3) presenting an automatic
method for estimating FHC3D from a planar approximation of the ilium and the
voxel-wise probability map, (4) quantitatively comparing the agreement between
automatically segmented femoral heads against expert-labelled spherical femoral
heads, and (5) investigating both inter- and intra-rater variability of FHC3D in
comparison to FHC2D.

2 Methods

In a 3D B-mode US image of an infants hip, U(x, y, z), we define FHC3D as
the ratio of volume of the femoral head portion that is medial to the plane of
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the ilium to the total volume of the femoral head (Fig. 2(b), (d)). To estimate
FHC3D, we first extract a voxel-wise probability map, P (x, y, z), characterizing
the likelihood of a voxel belonging to the femoral head (Sect. 2.1). Next, we
identify a planar approximation to the vertical cortex of the ilium, I, and use
both P and I to calculate FHC3D (Sect. 2.2).

2.1 Femoral Head Segmention

The femoral head in infant hips is unossified and appears hypoechoic in US
(Fig. 2(a), (c)). It is surrounded by anatomical structures with distinctive sono-
graphic properties, e.g. the ilium which has a high sonographic response at its
boundary and a shadow region beneath it, the labrum, the triradiate cartilage,

Fig. 1. Overview of our proposed voxel-wise probability map extraction. (a) Overlay of
example US volume and a manually segmented femoral head. (b) N number of C are
evaluated using classifier R to determine their likelihood to intersect the femoral head.
(c) Back-projected likelihood scores, L, for each of the cross-sections C. (d) Back-
projected responses are summed and normalized to construct voxel-wise probability
map, with an overlay of the manually segmented femoral head (green). This map is
used with other features, and fed in the second classifier, T , to estimate probability of
each voxel belonging to the femoral head (e).
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the greater trochanter, etc. A cross-section of U , C(d, θ, φ) (d is the shortest
distance of C from the origin of (x, y, z), and θ, φ are rotations about x and
y axis, respectively, of a reference plane defined by z = 0 to a plane par-
allel to C, Fig. 1b) that intersects the femoral head is expected to include a
hypoechoic region surrounded by cross-sections of the neighbouring anatomical
structures. In order to segment a femoral head, we therefore start by training
a random forest classifier, R, towards distinguishing C intersecting the femoral
head from those C that do not. The classifier, R (65 decision trees, minimum
number of observations per tree set equal to 1, no pruning applied), is trained
using histogram of oriented gradients and local binary pattern features extracted
from samples of cross-sections from US volumes. In a test US volume, the likeli-
hood of C intersecting the femoral head (or our tomographic response for C) is
evaluated using the trained classifier, R. We encode this tomographic measure
throughout the coordinate space of C, and back-project or interpolate it onto the
(x, y, z) coordinates, L(x, y, z) (Fig. 1c). For N cross-sections sampled within the
test US volume, we construct our tomographic voxel-wise probability map as:
p = norm(

∑
N LN ) (Fig. 1d), where norm(.) is the unity-based normalization.

To further enhance the tomographic voxel-wise probability map of the femoral
head, we combine this map p with seven voxel-wise features (local standard

Fig. 2. Examples of manually measured FHC2D and automatically extracted FHC3D.
(a) and (c) show example FHC2D measurements made by two raters on two separate
hips (hip 1 in (a) and hip 2 in (c)). (b) and (d) show automatically extracted FHC3D

measures from US volumes that were scanned by two separate raters on two separate
hips (hip 1 in (b) and hip 2 in (d)). In these exemplary cases, US volumes and their
FHC3D measures appear similar whereas 2D US images and their FHC2D measures
vary widely.
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deviation, entropy, range in a 1 mm-by-1 mm-by-1 mm neighborhood, intensity, x,
y and z), and feed them into a second random forest classifier, T (10 decision trees,
minimum number of observations per tree equal to 1, no pruning applied), to esti-
mate a probabilistic score, P (x, y, z), of each voxel belonging to the femoral head
(Fig. 1e). In subsequent steps, we use both P and the center of the femoral head,
which we calculate as: c = [cx, cy, cz] =

∑
X(PX)/

∑
P , where X = [x, y, z].

2.2 Localizing Vertical Cortex of Ilium and Estimating FHC3D

Once we have identified the femoral head, we localize the vertical cortex of the
ilium. The ilium is a ossified bone boundary that presents as a hyperechoic
image response and attenuates the US signal beyond it [9]. Furthermore, the
ilium is also spatially continuous. To extract ilium’s boundary, we first enhance
the hyperechoic responses in U using the phase symmetry feature, PS(x, y, z)
[10] - an intensity invariant symmetry-enhancing feature that has been shown to
be robust to US signal dropout [10,11]. Next, we compute the Hessian of PS and
apply Descoteauxs sheet-enhancing filter [12] to selectively enhance hyperechoic
responses that are part of sheet-like structures, SPS(x, y, z). We then incorpo-
rate attenuation features [11] with SPS to get a probabilistic measure of bone
boundaries, B, in a region of interest nominally superior to the femoral head
defined by x = 1 : cx − r, y = cy − r : cy + r, z = cz − r : cz + r, where r is set to
8 mm, which represents an average dimension for the radius of the femoral head
in infants [9].

Having extracted B, we approximate the vertical cortex of the ilium, I, to
be a plane within 15◦ of x, y plane since I tends to be perpendicular to the US
beam in coronal scans. We approximate this plane I using a M-estimator SAmple
Consensus (MSAC) algorithm [13]. Finally, we estimate FHC3D as FHC3D =∑

M P/
∑

X P , where X = [x, y, z] and M represents all X locations that are
medial to I.

3 Results and Discussion

Data Acquisition and Experimental Setup: In this study, two orthopaedic sur-
geons and four orthopaedic surgeon-trainees participated in collecting B-mode
3D US images and B-mode 2D US videos from 20 infant hips using a SonixTouch
Q+ machine and a 4DL14-5/38 Linear 4D transducer at its default penetration
settings (obtained as part of routine clinical care under appropriate institutional
review board approval). To investigate inter-rater and intra-rater repeatability
(i.e., within-hip variability), each hip examination involved two raters - each
rater acquired two 3D US images (i.e., four 3D US images in total) and two 2D
US videos (i.e., four 2D US videos in total). The surgeon who acquired each of
the 2D US videos further chose a 2D US image from the 2D US video and mea-
sured of FHC2D. FHC3D angles were calculated for each of the 3D US images
using our proposed method of segmenting the femoral head and also using the
method described in [7]. All 2D and 3D scans were collected in the coronal plane.
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While performing a 3D US scan, the operator ensured that the entire femoral
head was available within the stored US volume.

Validation Scheme: To quantify segmentation accuracy, we investigated agree-
ment between manually and automatically estimated femoral heads in 3D US
images. We also compared variability (σ) in both FHC2D and FHC3D for
each infant hips. We estimated σ by calculating the standard deviation within
repeated measurements made on the same hip. We used a leave-one-out-cross
validation scheme.

Discrepancy in Femoral Head Segmentation: Femoral heads resulting from our
tomographic method seemed to agree reasonably well with manually segmented
femoral heads (mean dice coefficient, D = 0.71 (SD = 0.05) when P > 0.8
was classified as femoral head). This agreement was significantly higher than the
MSAC sphere fit-based segmentation in [7] (D = 0.53 (SD = 0.12), p < 0.01),
suggesting our proposed femoral head segmentation agrees more closely with an
expert’s judgement. We also found that the tomographic voxel-wise probability
map had the highest out-of-bag feature importance (value of 2.9) among all the
features used in the second random forest classifier (Fig. 1d), suggesting that
this feature contributes most in segmenting the femoral head.

Agreement between FHC2D and FHC3D: Agreement between the
mean(FHC2D) and mean(FHC3D) of each hip examinations was moderate
(correlation coefficient, r = 0.58 (95% confidence interval 0.28 and 0.78)). We
found similar agreement between mean(FHC2D) of each hip within the two
raters, r = 0.47 (95% confidence interval 0.14 and 0.71). These positive r val-
ues between FHC2D and FHC3D were expected since FHC3D is a natural 3D
extension of FHC2D; however, the low to moderate r values indicated that the
repeatability of either FHC2D or FHC3D was low.

Variability of Metrics, σ: FHC3D computed using our proposed method was
less variable than the manually estimated FHC2D (σintra,FHC3D of 5.4% vs.
σintra,FHC2D of 6.6%, p < 0.05; σinter,FHC3D = 6.1% vs. σintra,FHC2D = 8.2%,
p < 0.05, qualitative results in Fig. 2 and box-plot in Fig. 3). While these variabil-
ities in FHC3D are still fairly large, they are 18–25% lower than the variability
of the currently used FHC2D metric, suggesting that our 3D-based approach
can potentially improve reliability of diagnosis. We also found that the variabil-
ity of the tomographic method was significantly lower than the variability in the
MSAC-based approach [7] (σintra,FHC3D = 10.8% and σinter,FHC3D = 9.6%).

Computational Consideration: The complete process of extracting FHC3D from
a 3D US image takes around 95 s when run on a Xeon(R) 3.40 GHz CPU com-
puter with 12 GB RAM. All processes were executed using MATLAB 2015b.
In practice, a clinician would not want to wait a minute and a half to know if
the scan was acceptable, but it is not necessary to deliver the head coverage
metric in near-real time. In this paper, therefore, we have focused on how to
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Fig. 3. Variability in FHC measurements. (a) Scatter plot showing examples of vari-
ability in FHC measurements on infant hips likely to have DDH (FHC < 50%) and on
healthy hips (FHC > 50%), where points representing measures from each of the hips
are assigned an unique color. Qualitatively, FHC3D has lower spread than FHC2D

suggesting lower variability in FHC3D measures in both healthy and DDH patients.
(b) Box-plot of intra-rater variabilities for two raters separately and inter-rater vari-
ability between the two raters. Both intra- and inter-rater variabilities are significantly
lower for FHC3D compared to manually measured FHC2D.

automate and reduce the variability in computing the FHC. Separately, we are
investigating how to rapidly determine whether or not a 3D US scan is adequate
for making this measurement or not (building on our previous work on classify-
ing the adequacy of 2D images [14]), so we do not feel that the time needed to
compute FHC3D will block clinical use.

4 Conclusions

We presented a new method for segmenting the femoral head in 3D B-mode US
volumes, together with an automatic method for extracting a new 3D dysplasia
metric, FHC3D. Our femoral head segmentation method agrees reasonably well
with an expert’s segmentation. Furthermore the 3D US-derived dysplasia metric,
FHC3D, is significantly less variable than its 2D counterpart, FHC2D. Though
the variability in FHC3D may still be clinically significant, we believe that a 3D
morphology-derived dysplasia metric like ours could potentially be valuable in
reducing the variability in diagnosing DDH.
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